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Abstract

A superconductive Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O oxypnictide sample was synthesized fol-
lowing a solid-state reaction route. X-ray diffraction followed by Rietveld
analysis was used for checking the phase content. 57Fe Mössbauer spec-
troscopy in transmission geometry was used for characterizing the hyperfine
parameters of the iron site. Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O is paramagnetic at least down to
77 K in contrast to the BaFe2As2 parent phase, which exhibits a spin-density
order below ∼ 140 K. Fitting the isomer shift and spectral absorption data
with the Debye model yielded Debye temperatures of 280-320 K.

Keywords: A. Pnictide superconductors C. Rietveld analysis D. Second
order Doppler Shift E. 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy

1. Introduction

Recently a new oxypnictide Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O with a superconducting tran-
sition temperature of Tc ≈ 22 K was synthesized [1]. The compound belongs
to the 22241 group of iron-based superconductors. The crystal structure of
Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O can be viewed as an intergrowth of BaFe2As2 and BaTi2As2O
containing superconducting [Fe2As2] layers and conducting [Ti2O] sheets.
Polycrystalline Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O is subjected to an effective self-doping prop-
erty [1], which offers an alternative route for achieving superconductivity
along with chemical doping or high-pressure synthesis.

The aim for our work was to study the properties of the Fe atoms using
57Fe Mössbauer measurements. To the best of our knowledge, there are not
yet any Mössbauer studies on Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O.
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2. Experimental

The polycrystalline oxypnictide sample Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O was synthesized
by a solid-state reaction method using the starting materials Ba, Ti, Fe, As
and TiO2 with purity ≥ 99.9%, following Ref. [1]. A stoichiometric mixture
of the starting materials was placed in an alumina tube and sealed in an
evacuated quartz ampule. The ampule was slowly heated from room tem-
perature to 1173 K and kept at this temperature for 24 h. After the first
annealing, the sample was reground, pelletized and sintered at 1373 K in
vacuum for 40 h, followed by cooling to room temperature after switching
off the furnace, yielding Sample 1. A portion of the as-prepared sample was
annealed at 773 K for 40 h in a vacuum, yielding Sample 2. All procedures
except for the ampule sealing and heating had been performed in a glovebox
filled with high-purity argon.

For the Mössbauer measurements both samples were reground and 50
mg of each powder was used for making the absorbers by mixing with an
epoxy glue and spreading it evenly on a thin Al foil. The properties of
the Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O sample were characterized using 57Fe Mössbauer spec-
troscopy in transmission geometry. The spectra were measured using a
57Co:Rh source (Ritverc Co. 25mCi june 2018) with a maximum Doppler
velocity of 2.55 mm/s and also controlled with Doppler velocity 10.00 mm/s
for detection of magnetic phases. Measurements were done at several tem-
peratures between 77 and 320 K. The samples were cooled using an Oxford
CF506 continuous-flow cryostat with liquid N2 as coolant. The temperature
was controlled using an Oxford Intelligent Temperature Controller ITC 4.
All spectra were fitted using the following Mössbauer parameters for the
components: the magnetic hyperfine field B (when present), the quadrupole
coupling constant eQVzz, relative intensities, and isomer shift δ relative to
α-Fe.

Powder X-ray diffraction data used for the structural identification were
collected at room temperature on an PanAnalytical X’Pert Pro MPD diffrac-
tometer using Cu Kα1 radiation. Data were analyzed by the Rietveld method
using the software program FullProf [2].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. X-ray diffraction

The tetragonal I4/mmm space group was used for the main phase when
analyzing the X-ray patterns of the Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O X-ray samples. The
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Figure 1: X-ray powder diffraction patterns for Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O (Sample 1).

pattern and the unit cell of Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O Sample 1 are displayed in Fig. 1.
All observed peaks can be indexed with reflections of the tetragonal main
phase Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O and the parent phase BaFe2As2. Possible signatures of
the other parent phase BaTi2As2O were close to or below the detection limit.
The fitted values for the main-phase lattice parameters were a = 4.022 Å and
c = 27.298 Å. The Rietveld refinement analysis gave the volume percentages
87 and 13 for the main- and BaFe2As2 phases, respectively. For Sample 2
the Rietveld analysis yields the volume percentages of 92 and 8, respectively.

3.2. Mössbauer spectra

At 77 K the spectra of the Sample 1, Fig. 2 can be fitted using two to
three components. The main component [red] of Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O is paramag-
netic and covers 77.5% of the spectral area at 77 K. A magnetically ordered
component [green] covers 22.5% of the spectral area. It has a Néel temper-
ature of ∼ 140 K and comparing with the literature [3, 4] this seems to be
BaFe2As2. At 77 K the two main components of both samples have almost
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Figure 2: 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O (Sample 1) recorded at indicated
temperatures. At 77 K the parent phase impurity BaFe2As2 gives rise to a magnetic sextet
(green) that merges with the main phase (red) at 140 K. A weak doublet due to Fe in the
detector window (blue) is present at all temperatures.
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equal isomer shifts values and very small quadrupole splitting. Additionally,
there is a paramagnetic doublet [blue] covering a few percent of the spectral
area. It is due to traces of Fe in the beryllium window of the detector and
hence not included in the above calculation of total area. The parameters
of that component were kept fixed during the fitting of all the Mössbauer
data. For Sample 2 Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O covers 65% of and BaFe2As2 covers 35%
of the spectral area at 77 K. The 77 K Mössbauer intensity portions are read-
ily converted into mass proportions assuming perfect impurity stoichiometry
and using the molar masses 797.78 g/mol for the main phase Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O,
398.87 g/mol for BaFe2As2, and 398.91 for the ”invisible” BaTi2As2O yield-
ing mass portions of 78%, 11%, 11% and 65%, 17.6%, 17.5% for Samples 1
and 2, respectively.

Fe in BaFe2As2 and in the main phase has a practically identical lo-
cal surrounding, i.e. a regular tetrahedron formed by four As neighbors,
that gives rise to almost zero quadrupole splitting. As Fe orders magneti-
cally in BaFe2As2, the spin state cannot be zero, but it is certainly no more
than S = 1 [5]. When the sample is heated above the Néel temperature of
BaFe2As2 the intensity of the component assigned to Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O grows
as the magnetic component due to BaFe2As2 disappears. Above 140 K the
spin- and valence-dependent isomer shift values and absence of significant
quadrupole splitting for the two main spectral components match perfectly.
In BaFe2As2 Fe is formally divalent and it seems to be the case also for
Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O. Therefore Ti is formally trivalent.

In Fig. 3 and 4 the sum of the spectral absorption areas for the two main
components in Samples 1 and 2 and the isomer shift for the main compo-
nent are plotted as functions of the temperature. Owing to the fact that
the component due to Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O and the component due to BaFe2As2
merge upon passing the Néel temperature of the latter it is not possible sep-
arately obtain the absorption area nor the isomer-shift values for the main
component above that temperature. Therefore, the absorption area for the
sum of the two main components and the isomer-shift values of the main
component, are given. The isomer-shift data of Fig. 3 can be fitted using
the Debye model for the second-order Doppler shift [6]:

δ(T ) = δ0 −
9kBθD
16Mc

−
9kBT

2Mc

(

T

θD

)3 ∫
θD

T

0

x3dx

ex − 1
, (1)

where θD is the Debye temperature, c the velocity of light, kB the Boltzmann
constant, M the mass of the 57Fe atom, and δ0 the temperature-independent
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Figure 3: Total absorption area vs. temperature for Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O Sample 1 (red bullets)
and Sample 2 (blue squares). The data fitted using the Debye model, see text.
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Figure 4: Isomer shift vs. temperature for Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O Sample 1 (red bullets) and
Sample 2 (blue squares). The data were fitted using the Debye model, see text.
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part, i.e the chemical isomer shift. Fitting the data yields δ0 = 0.671(1) mm/s
and δ0 = 0.666(2) mm/s for Samples 1 and 2, respectively. The Debye-
temperature values were fitted at θD = 326(8) K (Sample 1) and 316(17) K
(Sample 2).

The total area of the spectrum is proportional to the recoilfree fraction f
of absorption and can also be fitted using the Debye model [7]:

ln f = −
6ER

kBθD

[

1

4
+

(

T

θD

)2 ∫
θD

T

0

xdx

ex − 1

]

, (2)

where the recoil energy ER = 0.0019 eV for the 14.4 keV γ quantum of
57Fe. In this case the fitted Debye temperatures were 305(4) K and 280(7) K
for Samples 1 and 2, respectively. In the Debye model a quadratic density
of phonon states is assumed, which is necessarily not true in reality. As the
integrals of Eqs. 1 and 2 differ in the weighting of the normalized temperature
θD

T
the obtained Debye temperatures may differ considerably, which is not the

case here, suggesting that the assumption of a quadratic density of phonon
states is sufficiently adequate for the present case.

4. Conclusions

57Fe Mössbauer spectra of the oxypnictide Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O indicate that
the spin-density wave magnetism is suppressed at least down to 77 K, while
for the parent phase BaFe2As2 it is present up to ∼ 140 K. Above 140 K the
electric hyperfine parameters of BaFe2As2 and Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O are practically
identical, with a very small quadrupole splitting which is accordance with
the rather symmetric As coordination of Fe. Using the Debye model, for
analyzing the temperature-dependent part of the isomer shift data and the
sample absorption for Ba2Ti2Fe2As4O, a Debye temperature of 280-320 K
is obtained. The chemical isomer shift value indicates that Fe is formally
divalent with a low spin.
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